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See Student’s 
Book pages  
136–141

How are waterfalls formed?
In these activities you will:

■■ practise using key words that describe river processes and river 
landforms;

■■ show you know how waterfalls are formed and how they 
change over time.

1  Study the words in the box below. Some are river features. Others are terms that 
describe a process of erosion or the transport of sediment in a river. Sort the 
words into the three categories. One has been done for you.

abrasion saltation river cliff corrosion
traction delta suspension meander
plunge pool attrition solution 
hydraulic action slip-off slope ox-bow lake

Processes of erosion Transportation River features

delta

Figure A The location of Gullfoss
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3  Study Figure A. Describe the location of Gullfoss: underline the correct words or 
complete the gaps in the passage below.

Gullfoss is a waterfall on the River Hvítá / Pjórsá. The source of this river is the ice cap 

known as Myrdalsjökull / Hofsjökull / Vatnajökull. The river’s mouth is on the east / 

north / south coast. Gullfoss is  km from Keflavik and  km from Selfoss.

4  Figure B shows another large waterfall and gorge in Iceland close to Dettifoss. 
a) Add the labels, below, to suitable places on Figure B.

Figure B Waterfall at Dettifoss

1  A layer of harder rock that is difficult to 
erode

2  Plunge pool where hydraulic action and 
abrasion are eroding the bed of the river

3  Overhang that could collapse in the  
future

4  Steep sides of the gorge formed as the 
waterfall retreats

erosion collapse plunge pool retreat hydraulic action gorge

Review what you have learned

I can:

■■ use six words to do with river processes with confidence   c

■■ describe the location of a place on a map using a scale line and compass   c

■■ describe how river processes can change one landform over time.   c

✎ 5  Now draw your own series of diagrams to show how this waterfall will change 
over time. Add labels that explain what is happening. Use your own words as well 
as those from the box below.

✎  b) Describe the location of Dettifoss.
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See Student’s 
Book pages  
194–197 

What are the differences between formal and 
informal work?
In these activities you will:

■■ show you know the difference between formal and informal work;
■■ identify advantages and disadvantages of formal and informal work.

1  Study Figure 18 on page 194. Use it, and examples from the boxes below, to 
complete a table about jobs in Mali.

 

Little protects you from injury at work

You earn no money and have no savings

You have to pay tax

Examples of this job Disadvantage of this job

Informal work 
that is unpaid

Informal work 
that is paid

Formal work

child care selling street food

teaching collecting water

work in a bank collecting fire wood

collecting scrap materials

2  Complete the following chart to show the main differences between the features of 
formal and informal work. Some have been done for you.

Formal Informal

pay Low and irregular

tax

holidays No paid holidays

sick pay

training No formal training. You learn on the job.

opportunities for 
a career

safety at work
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Advantages and disadvantages of formal and informal work

Having a formal job has advantages. Some advantages are for the worker, like regular pay. 
The country also benefits from having formal jobs. For example, people pay tax so the 
government gets money. They can spend this on health care or schools. 

3  a) Work in pairs. Discuss the information on pages 196 and 197. 
b)  Use your ideas to complete the heads and tails exercise below. One job has been 

done for you.

1. I am a welder. My employer has given 
me a six month contract so …

my family worry about me when I’m at 
work.

2. I sell food on the street. I don’t have a 
permit for a market stall so …

I can progress in my career.

3. I work with waste chemicals. I don’t 
have any safety equipment so …

I know I will be able to pay my rent and 
pay my children’s school fees.

4. I work for a bank and I get regular 
training so …

I don’t have much time to rest and I am 
always tired.

5. I am a young mother. I spend a lot of 
time each day collecting water and fire 
wood so …

sometimes I am hassled by the police and 
get moved on.

statement advantage/disadvantage of formal/informal work

1 advantage

2

3 informal

4

5

c)  Now decide whether each statement describes an advantage or disadvantage of formal 
or informal work. Complete the table below.

Review what you have learned

I can:

■■ give three features of informal work   c

■■ give two advantages and three disadvantages of informal work.   c

d) Ask your partner to check your work.
✎ 4 Study Figure 23 on page 197. Use this flow chart to complete the sentences below.

a) Wages in informal jobs are very low so families ...

b) Informal workers don’t pay tax so the government ...

c) Children stay at home to help their families so they ...

✎ 5  In rural areas of Mali, women spend eight hours a day working on the farm and eight 
hours doing informal work. Suggest ways their lives would be improved if they had:

a) a clean water supply in the home; c) a health centre in the village.

b) electricity in the home;
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Location factors
In these activities you will:

■■ consider the location factors that attract high-tech industries;
■■ practise the technique of drawing and labelling a sketch map.

See Student’s 
Book pages  
198–199 

1  Consider the three statements in the table below. They all describe the location factors 
that make one city on Figure 1, page 198, attractive to high-tech industries.

a) Which city best fits all three of these statements? Circle one from:

Cardiff Reading Bristol Cambridge

b)  Now add to each of the statements to explain why the location is an advantage. 
One has been done for you.

Location factor Which means that …

Heathrow airport is close by … company directors can fly in to meetings.

2.2 million people live within easy commuting distance

This city has a first rate university

Location factor Which means that …

The government encouraged foreign TNCs to invest

The M4 motorway is very close

There is a large container port only 50km away
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2  Now consider three more statements below. They all describe the location factors 
that make one other city on Figure 1 attractive to high-tech industries.

a) Which city best fits all three of these statements? Circle one from:

Cardiff Reading Bristol Cambridge

b) Now add to each of the statements to explain why the location is an advantage.

3  Use Figure 1 on page 198 to complete the following sentences. Complete the gaps 
and underline the correct answers.

Cambridge is located at the end of the M  motorway. It is about  km  

south / west / north of London. Cambridge has a number of high / medium / low 

tech firms. The people who work in these firms are high / medium / low skilled. 

Their workers are often recruited from the local 
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4 Study the OS map, Figure 3 on page 199. 

a)  Complete the right half of Figure B shown below. Include the features that you 
think are the most important for industries in this area.

b)  Complete each of the following labels to explain why industries might want to 
locate here. One has been done for you.
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Review what you have learned

I can:

■■ describe three location factors for high tech industries   c

■■ draw a sketch map and label important features on it.   c

1. Companies on the Science Park can employ graduates from the University.

2. The airport is useful because 

3. There is housing nearby so 

4. There is a junction on the A14 so 

c) Match each of your labels to a place on the sketch map. One has been done for you.

✎ 5  Research the location factors that influence the location of an industry. Choose 
one of the following industries from the list below.

Aluminium smelting Steel works Motor car manufacturing

Using the writing framework below, explain why they prefer to locate where they do.
■■ Describe briefly the industry and location (include place names and facts).
■■ Explain why the location was chosen (include specific information, e.g. roads, rail, 

flat land, workers nearby, access ... and more).
■■ Write a final summary to highlight two main reasons for the location choice.
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Figure B Sketch map showing the location of Cambridge’s Science Park


